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Abstract
Planning has historically been used as a tool to regulate queer people in urban space and parades have long been a vibrant,
yet overlooked, practice for resisting such municipal regulation—although parades themselves require spatial planning
practices. We analyze the 50‐year history of the Los Angeles Pride parade through archival materials, asking to what extent
and how the historical planning of LA Pride demonstrates a radical planning praxis, especially in relation to policing.We find
that LA Pride was initially (a) a ritual of remembrance and (b) a political organizing device. In contrast to heteronormative
readings of Pride as an opportunity to “come out” and transform the “straight state,” we argue that the early years of
Pride demonstrated intersectional and insurgent planning wherein heterogeneous queer people claimed agency through
collectively expressing joy as an act of resistance to municipal governance. Based on theories of Black joy and the feminist
killjoy, we conceptualize this experience as a “spatialized queer joy.” This concept is particularly germane given ongoing
debates regarding the relationship between queer and BIPOC urban life and policing. We suggest that spatialized queer
joy complicates conventional readings of Pride and queer urban space, offering instead powerful tools for radical queer
planning praxis.
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1. Introduction

How did Pride celebrations, forged as a radical protest
against unjust policing some 50 years ago, turn into
corporate‐sponsored parties in which police took part?
In 2020, Los Angeles (LA) celebrated the 50th anniver‐
sary of Pride though its narrative had shifted dramat‐
ically from its earliest years. In 1971, the first year of
the parade was organized as a one‐year memorial event
for queer people who were harmed by police violence
during the Stonewall Uprising in New York City (NYC).
Fifty years later, however, the event had evolved from a
struggle for queer recognition and freedom from police
violence to a space of commodified celebration, with
corporate sponsors eager to brand the event with their
names. Given the 2020 uprisings following the death of

George Floyd, LA Pride leadership attempted to orga‐
nize a Pride march in solidarity with Black Lives Matter
(BLM) LA. This partnership, on its face, makes perfect
sense: much like the origins of Pride 50 years earlier,
BLM came out of a protest led by queer Black women
against state violence. The implementation, however,
was fraught from the start: an event producer from the
LA Pride organizing body, Christopher Street West (CSW,
named after the street that the Stonewall Inn is situated
on in NYC), sent a letter to the LA Police Department that
highlighted “a strong and unified partnership with law
enforcement” (Consoletti, 2020). When this action was
revealed, it threw the event planning into chaos. CSW
withdrew from co‐organizing and a board of queer Black
leaders took over, re‐branding the protest as “All Black
Lives Matter.”
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Similar issues have arisen in Pride events elsewhere,
highlighting the tension between Pride’s origins as a
Black‐led protest against state violence and its recent
manifestation as a largely state‐supported endeavor. For
example, BLM Toronto was given a symbolic role as Pride
marshals in 2016 which they leveraged to highlight the
problem of incorporating police into Pride and ultimately
managed to bar police from appearing in uniform. Even
so, as Atluri and Rodríguez (2018, p. 160) describe, this
action was met with derision by the largely white gay
men who dominated Pride planning at the time:

BLM‐TO’s successful campaigns to demilitarize Pride
and remove visible symbols of racist state power from
queer spaces led to many deeply racist comments
online and publicly. The occupation of white queer
space and white queer archives by Black transgen‐
der and queer activists is met with constant hostility,
revealing the un‐homely racism that shapes a white‐
supremacist society.

Beyond the policing of Pride, numerous white queer and
queer of color scholars have pointed toward the myr‐
iad ways in which policing has harmed queer and BIPOC
communities, as well as the limitations of inclusion mod‐
els for social change that might reduce harm (Hwang,
2019; Spade, 2020). We add to this discourse by consid‐
ering the role of planning, itself, as amanifestation of the
statemonopoly on violence, which emerges through zon‐
ing, land use, and other forms of planning enforcement
rather than through the actions of conventionally under‐
stood police departments (Burke, 2002; Weber, 2015).

Despite repeated failures with Pride, parades more
generally have long been a vibrant yet overlooked prac‐
tice for racial, gender, ethnic, and class minorities to con‐
solidate and express grassroots power in public space
(S. Davis, 1986; Hayden, 1997). They have been a pri‐
mary tactic for contesting municipal governance exclu‐
sions by making community solidarity visible in public
space. The early years of LA Pride were revealing of
structural power dynamics, such as interactions between
grassroots activity fromqueer actors and the governmen‐
tality represented by the LA Police Department, which
held the power to grant or deny parade permits. These
power structures can affect individual actions, expres‐
sions, and senses of belonging. As radical planning the‐
orists propose, for those without social power to lib‐
erate themselves, they can use collective action as a
contested terrain for collective identity building to real‐
ize their counter‐hegemonic power (Friedmann, 1987;
Miraftab, 2009). In this article, we analyze if and how the
planning of LA Pride might be recuperated as a radical
spatial practice that resists a long history of state power
over queer life.

Throughout this article, we refer to queer organiz‐
ing as the collective action and mobilization tactics
used by the 2SLGBTQIA+ community. We use queer as
an umbrella term for anyone who does not fall inside

of normative heterosexual, cisgender identities. This
includes but is not limited to gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, two‐spirit, pansexual, genderqueer, agen‐
der, or intersex people. We also use radical planning to
describe planning practices which emanate from grass‐
roots mobilization to effect systemic change (Beard,
2003; Friedmann, 1987). Radical planning owes much
to Black feminist thought, incorporating community par‐
ticipation, dialogue, and epistemologies of lived experi‐
ence toward intersectional activism against oppressive
state structures (Jacobs, 2019).We draw inspiration from
Ella Baker’s definition of radical as “getting down to
and understanding the root cause” (Ransby, 2003, p. 1).
Radical planning thus borrows from insurgency, center‐
ing grassroots movements against systems that do not
meet human needs, and strategies to change such sys‐
tems (Miraftab, 2009). In her theory of insurgent plan‐
ning, Miraftab (2009) critiques “inclusion” as neoliberal
“tokenism,” especially through participation, that dis‐
tracts from systemic change. Miraftab thus prescribes
insurgent tactics as necessary for disrupting relation‐
ships sterilized through inclusion models. In this sense,
radical planning stems from a long history of the failures
of rational planning models, offering an alternative for
planning just and equitable futures through oppositional
practices like C. Cohen’s (1997) queer politics rather
than the formalistic, participatory inclusion espoused by
neoliberal regimes. C. Cohen’s (1997, p. 438) proposal
for a queer politics beyond sexual orientation destabi‐
lizes queerness based on singular identity categories and,
instead, recognizes manifestations of power across and
within intersecting systems of oppression to “create a
space in opposition to dominant norms, a space where
transformational political work can begin.”

To better understand the complex history of LA Pride
and the insights it provides on how we plan for queer
people and spaces, we ask: To what extent and how does
the historical planning of LA Pride demonstrate a rad‐
ical planning praxis, especially in relation to policing?
To answer this question, we examine historical artifacts
from the CSW collection in the ONE Archives. Despite
LA’s long history of Pride, and its radical origins con‐
testing police violence, its recent iterations have empha‐
sized corporate advertising and consumer culture over
political protest. Pride began as an invented space, but
it became an invited space as historically marginalized
queer subgroups needed to assert oppositional practices
as a way of creating their own terms for engagement
and joy. We argue that the historical struggle to develop
Pride parades has been a key arena for radical planning,
intervening in the urban imaginary to create spaces for
queer bodies to flourish in the city. Furthermore, we
draw from theories of the feminist killjoy (Ahmed, 2016)
and Black joy (Bonilla‐Silva, 2019; Lu & Steele, 2019) to
see Pride marches as a reflection of a spatialized queer
joy. In this kind of joy, queer people have agency to
express joy in LA public spaces that demonstrates ritual
and resistance.
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We begin with a historical overview of urban plan‐
ning’s relationship to queer people, highlighting the
importance of studying LA queer space. We then demon‐
strate how early LA Pride artifacts indicate a spatialized
queer joy through (a) ritual opposition to police and
(b) political organizing toward justice in the city. Our
discussion of joy as radical queer planning builds on
queer of color interventions into urban justice (Cullors,
2018; Haritaworn et al., 2019) to chart how LA Pride has
turned toward a neoliberal inclusion model that fits into
existing municipal governance structures. We conclude
with reflections on the how LA Pride’s radical organizing
model offers new insights for radical planners.

2. Methods

Through archivalmaterials from the CSWcollection in the
ONE Archives, we foster collective remembrance of miss‐
ing stories that can reshape dominant narratives (Burns,
2019). The artifacts offer an opportunity to compare past
planning practices with those of today. Though the arti‐
facts we have analyzed might not be generalizable, our
findings reflect how engagement with the past is a key
element of queer space (Reed, 1996) and queer the‐
ory’s focus on partial, locally‐situated knowledges (Bailey,
1999; Browne & Nash, 2010). Given how white, gay male
narratives have often dominated queer histories, we
focus on unearthing and analyzing materials that center
people of color, women, and transgender people as an
act of archival justice (Rawson, 2015). These narratives
point toward the contours of a radical, queer planning
praxis as one which can create spaces for people who
have historically been excluded from urban planning.

This is also true in the geographic dimension of our
work. Though patrons of a gay bar in LA, the Black
Cat, resisted against police violence two years prior to
Stonewall, the organizing body of LA Pride sought to
make explicit their solidarity with Stonewall by naming
their organizing body “Christopher Street West” (CSW).
CSW became the “West Coast” group organized in com‐
memoration of the Stonewall Inn’s location in NYC on
Christopher Street. The origins of LA Pride were symbol‐
ically connected to the Stonewall actions in New York,
and subsequent national organizing, despite local grass‐
roots efforts around the world that happened indepen‐
dently of New York’s primacy in recorded histories (e.g.,
S. Cohen, 2005; White, 2008). We also see the social
networks, community, and activism unfolding in LA dur‐
ing this period as reflective of LA’s own role as a locus
for queer activism within these lesser recorded histories.
In this sense, our examination of the CSW collection in
the ONE Archive, also located in LA, is both an act of
archival as well as spatial justice, reorienting queer his‐
tories away from a linear narrative of progress centered
on an origin point in New York and toward their messier,
diverse, and even joyfully unexpected realities.

For our analysis, we surveyed the CSW Collection
in the ONE Archives located in LA. The Collection con‐

tained, per the ONE Archives records, “Agendas, min‐
utes, clippings, correspondence, fliers, parade, and per‐
mit applications, press releases, souvenir programs, pho‐
tographs and slides of the CSW Association parade and
festival. The collection documents the pride parade and
festivals held in LA and later West Hollywood, California,
1970–2009.” The Collection included nine linear feet of
materials, including two archival boxes, four archival car‐
tons, three binder boxes, and one flat box. Each item
in the collection was reviewed, including hundreds of
photos, negative sheets, slides, notes and letters, legal
documents around permitting and lawsuits, publicity
materials, organizational flyers and materials, and other
ephemera. These items were then coded and organized
into themes, starting with materials that focused on
planning‐related activities and materials centering peo‐
ple of color, women, and transgender people in Pride
planning activities. After a second round of coding and
organization, we noticed additional themes emerge from
thematerials, includingmany items that related to police
and policing, religion and ritual, and acceptance of queer
individuals within broader societal norms. From these
themes, we used close reading and content analysis to
analyze these groups of materials. We noted changes
over time as archival materials were organized by year,
pointing toward shifts in the topics and tones seen in
materials from Pride’s earliest planning to today.

3. Los Angeles and Queer Planning History

The planning profession has historically played a major
role in developing and enforcing regulations and policies
that police bodies. Municipal planning heavily depends
on policing to shape urban built environments, land‐use
regulations, and budgets that “establish a spatial and
social order” (Simpson et al., 2020, p. 133). Although the
norms that planning generated have evolved over time,
telling the same planning histories through everyday rep‐
etition can give amask of permanence to them (Foucault,
1971, pp. 145–172).

Feminist and queer planning scholars have critiqued
planning as a colonial project rooted in heterosexist
norms to control what is believed to be disorder, includ‐
ing immoral sexuality (Bain & Podmore, 2021; Doan,
2015; Frisch, 2002; Greed, 1994; Hayden, 1981; Winkler,
2017). Gail Dubrow (2012) demonstrates the impor‐
tance of preserving queer history in the built environ‐
ment through the recognition of places of homopho‐
bia (e.g., military bases) and places of gay liberation
(e.g., Compton’s Cafeteria). Recognition through historic
preservation can prevent misrepresentation and erasure
as an act of archival justice (Rawson, 2015). However,
Agyeman and Erickson (2012) propose that recognition,
alone, is not sufficient in planning for social justice:
To pursue just futures means not only recognizing but
also understanding and engaging with difference, as well
as redistributing power and resources toward histori‐
cally underserved groups. We thus see the need for
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queer planning as one that is inextricably linked to the
development of a radical planning approach that cre‐
ates space, as C. Cohen (1997) argues, for opposition
and transformation.

LA’s history as one of the first locations for Pride
(along with NYC, Chicago, and San Francisco), a celebra‐
tion that has since been adopted in cities around the
world, is justification for needing greater examination of
LA’s queer history. As Moira Kenney (2001) explores in
Mapping Gay LA, queer people’s experiences in LA are
representative of many non‐urban landscapes across the
United States. Unlike the enclave cultures of gay neigh‐
borhoods in San Francisco and NYC, LA’s size and sprawl
generates a decentralized queer community and thus a
greater fight for visibility. LA is at once a confederation
of neighborhoods in search of a queer center, even as it
is home to the incorporated City ofWest Hollywood, one
of the few political bodies in the US borne out of a fight
for queer representation and belonging. Conversely, we
note that the history of West Hollywood as an incorpo‐
rated city within Greater LA is tied to its queer residents’
desire for the right to the city, and the sense of belonging
that comes with having a clearly defined place in the city.

4. Pride as a Ritual of Remembrance

In the early years of LA Pride, the organizers framed the
event as one of remembrance for and solidarity with the
Stonewall Uprising of 1969 by targeting both police and
religious institutions. The march centered a commemo‐
ration of the June 28th event when a group of queer
people resisted the NYPD’s routine raid of the Stonewall
Inn, a gay bar located on Christopher Street. Queer the‐
orist Jose Esteban Muñoz (2009, p. 322) described the
Stonewall Uprising as “a manifestation of pent‐up ener‐
gies that erupted on the streets of Greenwich Village.”
This eruption is often cited as the symbolic starting point
of the modern gay and lesbian movement, as well as the
“formalizing and formatting” of queer identities (Muñoz,
2009, p. 323).

The initial CSW planning materials for LA Pride
describe the “purpose” of the event as “a statement of
gay solidarity with our homosexual brothers and sisters
of Christopher Street, New York, who on June 27, 28,
and 29, 1969, fought back in rage, resentment, and frus‐
tration in their powerlessness” (CSW, 1970). Organizers
used religious imagery to create a march that became
a memorial, a living ritual, to remember and reflect on
the Stonewall rebellion as a revolutionary demonstra‐
tion against police brutality. In doing so, people could
protest both police violence as well as religious persecu‐
tion and exclusion, which was another major issue dur‐
ing the time. Like the Stonewall Uprising itself, Pride as
a ritual of remembrance involved the performance of
queer bodies in public space, marching down streets,
highlighting the collective power and voice of queer com‐
munities in solidarity with one another. The shared and
embodied repetition of queer people moving through

public space constituted a key element of Pride as a ritual
of remembrance.

Public ritual to develop a collective identity and pur‐
pose coexistedwith associated activities to stage alterna‐
tive visions for gay liberation in the streets of LA, includ‐
ing organizing meetings, private parties, and resource
sharing. Like many communities that marched for rev‐
olution, these public displays of solidarity suggest an
attempt to assert a queer public interest. Religious insti‐
tutions and healing through ritual were central to plan‐
ners, according to documentation from the early years of
LA Pride. Additionally, religious imagery and faith‐based
congregations were often found in Pride parade floats
and at stands (Figures 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Parade float connecting Christ’s crucifixion
to police violence suffered by queer individuals at
Stonewall. Source: Mason (1970).

We use the notion of “ritual” to highlight the impor‐
tance of faith‐based and religious practices to emotion‐
ally, mentally, and physically process the emerging col‐
lective queer identity of the time, and the trauma and
oppression felt by queer communities (Ben‐Lulu, 2021;
Drinkwater, 2019). The term also suggests the impor‐
tant role that familiar symbols play as they are appro‐
priated and utilized to confer legitimacy, pleasure, and
belonging—much in the same way that Payne (2021)
has identified in his analysis of Pride rituals in Mexico.
The ritual aspect of Pride suggests the importance of pub‐
lic grieving as a form of resistance (Sandercock, 1998;
Schweitzer, 2016). Figure 1 shows crucifixion imagery
that contested queer people’s experiences of violence
and exclusion from both the Church and police. The cen‐
trality of ritual in Pride demonstrates its importance as
well as the deep grief that queer people experience from
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Figure 2. Stand at Pride showing the presence of a Jewish congregation. Source: Photograph of Beth Chayim Chadashim
[ca. 1975].

being excluded from such faith‐based spaces. In con‐
trast, Figure 2 depicts congregants from Beth Chayim
Chadashim reaching out to LGBTQ+ people at an early
Pride march. Metropolitan Community Church, founded
in 1968, and Beth Chayim Chadashim, founded in 1972,
were some of the world’s first congregations established
explicitly for the queer community. Both groups began
in LA and served as important organizing grounds for
efforts such as LA Pride.

Religious institutions seemed to play a foundational
role in fostering connection and social cohesion in early
Pride planning. Eboo Patel (2016), a sociologist and the
founder of the Interfaith Youth Core, notes the role of
interfaith leadership in strengthening social cohesion,
reducing the chances for identity‐based conflict, bridg‐
ing social capital, and creating binding narratives for
diverse societies. Drawing on Bakhtin’s (1984) concept
of the carnivalesque, which decodes underlying, trans‐
formative purposes of the festival, Santino (2011) devel‐
ops the notion of the ritualesque as a central element of
Pride. Though there are festival elements in early Pride,
he argues that Pride differentiates itself from other large
gatherings in public spaces through the centrality of for‐
mal rituals. Such rituals disrupt the status quo, unite peo‐
ple, and ultimately affect social change using performa‐
tive symbology, such as images and movement (Santino,
2011). In the carnivalesque fashion, marchers display a
joyous festiveness in their public ritual. We see Pride’s
early formation, through ritual practice linked to faith‐
based organizing of the time, as a public and collective
experience for processing trauma and building solidarity.

In the early years of Pride, the march was a heal‐
ing ritual to process the contested relationship between

the queer community and police. Policing has long been
a tool for exclusion and regulation of queer people in
the US (Chauncey, 1994; C. Cohen, 1997; Delany, 1999;
Hanhardt, 2013; Martinez, 2015; Turesky, 2021; Warner,
2002) and LA, specifically (Ellison, 2019; Faderman &
Timmons, 2006; Hwang, 2019; Quin, 2019). In Jeanne
Córdova’s (2011) memoir, she explains that CSW lead‐
ers, such as Morris Kight, spent months begging for
a permit but ultimately were denied and, instead, got
“qualified permission” to stay on sidewalks and with
“one misstep the cops would be all over us” (Córdova,
2011, p. 46). LAPD Chief, Edward Davis, wrote at the
time to Councilman Art Snyder “it’s one thing to be a
leper; it’s another thing to be spreading disease” and
“giving a permit to homosexuals would be like giving
one to robbers and rapists” (Córdova, 2011, p. 46).
According to Córdova, the organizers chose to march
on Hollywood Boulevard’s especially wide sidewalks as
a tactic in response to the police mandate that partici‐
pants stay on sidewalks. LAPDmandated how queer bod‐
ies could exist in public space by refusing to grant per‐
mits and regulating the physical parameters of where
marchers could exist. Hollywood Boulevard remains a
key part of the LA Pride route today.

This antagonizing relationship between the LA queer
community and the LAPD was one factor in why the first
Gay Rights Chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union
was established in LA, led by Dick Caudillo. The initial
Pride parade permit was at first denied, then provided
with the qualification that organizers acquire an amount
of insurance that was not required for any other group
and was so onerous as to all but deny granting of the
permit. Ultimately, it was only after the ACLU filed a
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lawsuit that the permit was granted with reduced insur‐
ance requirements. When CSW filled out applications
during subsequent years, they even noted in a space for
additional information, “We hope we don’t have to chal‐
lenge the Police Commission in the courts as we did last
year” (CSW, 1971). Douglas made this struggle visible
and central in their flyer by adding the celebratory line
“Parade permit granted!” (Douglas, 1970).

LAPD was not the only institution seeking to limit the
LA queer community’s rights. In 1970, the LA chapter
of the Gay Liberation Front led one of the first acts of
resistance against the medical establishment’s classifica‐
tion of homosexuality as a mental illness. This classifica‐
tion was widely used by governments to justify discrimi‐
natory policies and by medical institutions to legitimize
the practice of sexual conversion therapies. In 1970,
Gay Liberation Front leaders stormed the International
Conference on Behavioral Modification, located at the
Downtown LA Biltmore Hotel. By 1973, the American
Psychiatry Association removed homosexuality from the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual. Nevertheless, a few
years later in 1975, CSW leadership invited Chief Davis to
participate in Pride and he replied on official LAPD letter‐
head: “I wouldmuch rather celebrate “GAY CONVERSION
WEEK”which I will gladly sponsorwhen themedical prac‐
titioners in this country find a way to convert gays to
heterosexuals” (E. M. Davis, 1975). It is no surprise that
anti‐police signage and performance flooded the early
Pride events (Figure 3). Queer participants even used
BDSM imagery to reclaim police symbology as connected
to queer sexual practices, diminishing police control, and
making fun of police behavior through the public celebra‐
tion of their own sexual experiences.

5. Pride as Political Organizing

Through this ritual of remembrance, archival pieces also
demonstrate how Pride operated as a joyous space for
diverse queer communities to mobilize in urban land‐
scapes. The earliest archival artifacts from LA Pride
demonstrate its potential as a site for radical planning.
The first LA Pride poster was designed by Angela Douglas,
an early white trans woman activist, and founder
of Transvestite/Transsexual Activist Organization. Her
poster decenters the cisgender, white male figure that
has come to dominate LA Pride, featuring instead a
gender ambiguous figure whose headpiece resembles
Pharoah‐like iconography (Figure 4). Despite being orga‐
nized by CSW from its earliest years, the first LA Pride
flyer lists numerous queer organizations, suggesting a
role for Pride as a bridging organization to build grass‐
roots political power across heterogeneous groups, as
well as to develop social capital among queer people.

In exploring Fanon’s theories of decolonial resistance,
Pile (1997, p. 23) reminds us that in this postmodernist
era, “themap of resistance is not simply the underside of
the map of domination.” Rather, resistance charts a new
course toward transformational space that brings peo‐
ple and groups from the margins to the center (hooks,
1984). From this, we see an opportunity for destabi‐
lizing power dynamics as social movements reinscribe
the streets as sites of cultural production on their road
trip toward social, economic, and political capital. As a
vehicle for developing a collective identity, early Pride
flyers demonstrate general demands that the queer
marchers and organizers sought from public institu‐
tions. Like many other gay liberation groups at the time,

Figure 3. A “Pride float” in the form of a re‐tooled “police car” that incorporates BDSM imagery to protest police violence.
Source: Photograph of Pride marchers [ca. 1975].
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Figure 4. 1970 LA Pride poster designed by Angela Douglas. Source: Douglas (1970).

the Lavender People demanded abolishing homophobic
laws and police harassment, obtaining rights to employ‐
ment and child custody, and releasing people who were
incarcerated because homosexual acts were criminalized
(Figure 5). Betty Friedan, the President of the National
Organization forWomen, first used the phrase “Lavender
Menace” in 1969 to demonize lesbians as a threat to

the women’s movement, effectively banning them from
the organization. The term was here reclaimed and used
by many lesbian groups. Other demands centered crim‐
inal justice reform, aligning with our observation of this
repeated policing theme within archival materials.

By 1974, artifacts show less uniformity in demands
andmore fragmentation. Though groups ofwomen, such

Figure 5. Flyer from The Lavender People listing their political demands. Source: The Lavender People (1972).
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as the Gay Sisters’ Christopher Street Coalition, called for
an end to police harassment, they also developed femi‐
nist goals since independence as women was essential
to their sexual liberation. They called for rights to eco‐
nomic equity and houses, as well as child custody. Family
courts became a key site for criminalizing lesbians dur‐
ing the 1970s and 1980s, ruling that lesbians were unfit
mothers and granting full custody to fathers or extended
family (Gutterman, 2019).

By 1980, planning rosters show that over 100 groups
participated in Pride. It is unclear whether having a float
necessarily signifies any meaningful engagement with
the larger queer rights movement, but they at least
needed to contribute money, time, and their own visibil‐
ity to collective efforts of the parade (Figure 6). There is
substantial variety in the types of groups thatwere partic‐
ipating: groups hailed from different universities, ethnic‐

ities, religions, and geographies.While these groupsmay
not have all shared political demands like in Pride’s ear‐
lier years, the annual act of planning Pride nevertheless
acted as a joyous space of community organizing where
disparate groups came into discursive interaction with
one another, building social and political capital as they
demonstrated a shared, public identity.

Only a few of these groups had participated in the ini‐
tial Pride parade. The radical political elements of early
LA Pride manifested in joyful, spontaneous, and infor‐
mal kinds of participation with less cooperation from the
LAPD. This radical political space created an opportunity
for heterogenous political groups to gather and express
joy. We see the radical and queer planning represented
in Pride’s earliest days as demonstrative of the kind of
spatialized queer joy that might offer potential for politi‐
cal and spatial justice in the city.

Figure 6. Alphabetical list of participating organizations for 1980 Pride. Source: List of march participants (1980).
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6. Inclusion vs. Queer Joy

Political theorists have long cited a politics of recogni‐
tion as critical for gaining social and political inclusion
(Taylor, 1992; Young, 2002). Normative interpretations of
Pride are often limited to themarch being a “coming out”
for queer people, an expression of desire for inclusion in
dominant society. Only focusing on inclusion decenters
the radical potential of a queer politics, favoring a limited
vision for heteropatriarchal institutions to accept queers
into dominant society. This has certainly become the pri‐
mary goal for Pride in recent years, but this goal appears
to have generated some tension during Pride’s earliest
days. The very first CSW newsletter hints at the other‐
ing of non‐white, non‐male identifying people, listing
“women” as a separate agenda item. Though our mod‐
ern interpretation suggests this to be indicative of amale
hegemony, gay men and lesbians were distinctly differ‐
ent groups during the start of Pride; meanwhile, Angela
Douglas’ contributions are the only artifacts to reflect
trans involvement. The notion of a broader umbrella
group had not yet developed. These early archival mate‐
rials reflect a reality that Pride organizers may not have
fully realized the potential in Audre Lorde’s (1984, p. 111)
perspective that people’s differences offer a “creative
function” for social movement work.

What else, then, does Pride offer as a political prac‐
tice apart from inclusion? Our reading of early Pride
marches centers the agency of expressing public joy as
an act of resistance. What is the power that lies in one’s
agency to choose joy in light of oppression? SarahAhmed
(2016) offers the theory of the feminist killjoy whose
everyday practice is to speak uncomfortable truths, dis‐
rupting the comfort of the dominant, patriarchal culture.
We offer queer joy as a complimentary practice to the
feminist killjoy: By taking joy in one’s own identity, an
identity constituted from all that is antithetical to het‐
eropatriarchal culture, one also disrupts the comfort of
that culture. The queer joy of Pride also holds tight to

the feminist killjoy within its performance. Thus, Pride
demonstrates a powerful message to “the straight state”
(Canaday, 2009) precisely because its central purpose is
for queer pleasure.

In addition to Ahmed’s work, our formulation of
queer joy owes much to scholarly theories of Black joy.
Jessica Lu and Catherine Knight Steele (2019, p. 824)
have examined Black “rhetorical arguments in pursuit of
freedom,” tracing a line from the “hidden transcripts” of
enslaved people found in music and oral cultures to dig‐
ital cultures of today, citing author Alice Walker’s line
that “resistance is the secret of joy.” Bonilla‐Silva (2019,
p. 7) has noted that there is a “racial economy of emo‐
tions” that spans all races and both positive and nega‐
tive feelings, serving to construct shared subjectivities
and “affective interests.” Where dominant racial groups
can use animosity and exclusion to reinforce supremacy,
subjected groups can use pleasure and joy as a form of
resistance, maintaining some degree of protected space,
freedom, and humanity. Bonilla‐Silva cites Stephanie
Camp’s (2002, p. 552) scholarship on enslaved women
in the plantation south, who notes “pleasure gotten by
illicit use of the body must be understood as impor‐
tant and meaningful enjoyment, as personal expression,
and as oppositional engagement of the body.” Cohen’s
“queer politics” intersects neatly with this joyful practice,
borne out in the presence of intersectional contingents in
Pride since its earliest days, such as queer Chicanos and
Latinos, or queer Black performers (Figures 7, 8, and 9).

By the mid‐1970s, however, queer social groups that
formed around LA Pride began to fracture and peo‐
ple formed more varied groups with different goals.
Ironically, the emerging inclusion model from the earli‐
est days exhibited tensions between Pride leaders’ goals
and the heterogeneity within the queer population. One
organizing flyer of the time proclaims, “Speak up for
inclusion—and be heard!!!” (Lavender & Red Union
[L&RU] [ca. 1975a]). Yet as some groups questioned the
limits of Pride’s inclusion, particularly for racial, gender,

Figure 7. A contingent of “Gay Chicanos and Latinos” marches in an early Pride parade. Source: Photograph of Pride
marchers [ca. 1975].
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Figure 8. A trio of queer Black performers joyfully play tambourines in an early Pride parade. Source: Photograph of Pride
marchers [ca. 1975].

and class minorities, leaders doubled down on a version
of inclusion that privileged a focus on being “included”
within broader society rather than including diversity
within Pride planning itself.

The 1975 strike against the LA Gay Community
Services Center (now the LA LGBT Center, colloquially
referred to as “the Center”) demonstrates how radi‐

cal politics was expunged from Pride and its organiz‐
ing in favor of identities that were more palatable to
mainstream capitalist society. Archival materials from
1975 show how a socialist contingent in previous Pride
parades, The L&RU, helped launch a strike for work‐
ers at the Center. The managers were infringing on
employees’ rights, so they went on strike. Management

Figure 9. Dykes on Bikes rides in the Pride parade, accessorized with balloons. Source: Photograph of Pride marchers [ca.
1975].
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fired about 20 staff within one week, mostly women
and working‐class white people. Because the organiz‐
ers of LA Pride publicly sided with management, Pride
organizers banned militant gay groups, including L&RU,
from marching in the 1975 Pride, saying they were
likely to create violence and disrupt the commemoration
(Quin, 2019). Among those banned from Pride was Ron
Grayson, an LA activist who was regarded as the “dean
of the black gay community in Los Angeles” (Quin, 2019,
p. 227). One flyer for “The Liberation Contingent,” which
L&RU leaders like Ron Grayson created, contested Pride
organizers’ “neutrality in the face of a strike [and] police
violence” and called for an alternative march in opposi‐
tion to Pride (Figure 10).

With their banishment from any Pride events, the
Liberation Contingent marched separately along the
parade route on Hollywood Boulevard and invited
Grayson to speak. As depicted in the flyer, he
weaponized the theme of that year’s parade, “It’s a Gay,
GayWorld” to alert the crowd “it’s Not a Gay, Gay world.”
His speech reflects his “sustained antiracist and anticapi‐
talist critiques of the political and economic gains of gay
liberation” (Quin, 2019, p. 234). Other archival materials
from L&RU detail an ideological split between:

Those people who want nothing to do with revolu‐
tion and whose primary interest is to continue to
make a profit from the Gay sub‐culture (for exam‐
ple the pimps, bar owners, bath owners, government
sponsored Gay projects, many professionals, etc) and
those people who want to overthrow the system that
oppresses them. (L&RU [ca. 1975b])

Yet another flyer notes the hypocrisy of CSW’s call for
Pride participants to remain “non‐political” despite its
radical, anti‐police origins. This strike shows not only how

Pride began to transform into what it is today, but it also
shows how radical planning might be reintegrated into
Pride activities: through the incorporation of participants
and organizers who pursue grassroots action.

Miraftab (2009, p. 41) argues that citizens’ percep‐
tions of inclusion are critical to neoliberal governance:
“Insurgent planning recognizes, supports and promotes
not only the coping mechanisms of the grassroots exer‐
cised in invited spaces of citizenship, but also the oppo‐
sitional practices of the grassroots as they innovate their
own terms of engagement.” Some 25 years later, the
inclusion model focusing on “gay rights” within existing
legal structures became dominant, contrasting gay liber‐
ation models from Pride’s earliest days (e.g., Bernstein,
2016). In one LA Times article from 1990, for example,
a white businessman promoting CSWA’s $30,000 adver‐
tising campaign is showcased. Nothing in the advertise‐
ment explicitly tells readers that themodels are gay. Even
the verbiage is diluted for mainstream readers’ comfort:
“With pride in yourself, you can appreciate the differ‐
ences in others” (Figure 11).

7. Conclusion: Pride and Joy Moving Forward

Bacchetta et al. (2015), in their work on queer of
color formations, have posited that queer urban justice
requires dismantling market‐driven violence and racial
and colonial capitalisms. Telling critical histories about
who has been allowed to take up space and be remem‐
bered is one strategy for doing so. During the first few
years, Pride seemed relatively radical, featuring trans
women and women of color in its promotional mate‐
rials and offering space for queer groups and individu‐
als to resist loneliness by building community and joy.
In our analysis, we highlight how the importance of ritu‐
als and political resistance manifested in queer people’s

Figure 10. Flyer from “The Liberation Contingent,” calling people to join a parallel march in opposition to Pride. Source:
Liberation Contingent (1975).
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Figure 11. Article celebrating the “Take Pride” ad campaign, and a sample of the ad. Sources: Horovitz (1990, p. D6; left)
and “Take Pride” (1990; right).

expressions of joy in public space. The use of imagery,
symbols, and movement might have affected the social
attitudes, but such change was not the only transforma‐
tive result of early LA Pride space making. This spatial‐
ized queer joy marks a kind of radical planning because
it expressly centers queer pleasure. The freedom to find
and express pleasure in one’s queer identity in public
space disrupts heteropatriarchal cultures.

Some principles of radical planning practice that we
derive from our analysis of the history of LA Pride are
as follows. We urge urban planning scholars, educators,
and practitioners to center affective experience, joyful
expression, and emotional labor in meaningful ways as
“a mode of relationality [that] redefines care or mutual‐
ism by its ability to reorient ourselves to one another,
that is, beyond an assertion of capitalist extractive pro‐
ductivity” (Hwang, 2019, p. 570). Such a reorientation
aligns a radical queer planning with existing movements
to repair histories of harmful policing and caging (Cullors,
2018). Today, BLM holds space for collective healing and
political rituals (Farrag, 2018), suggesting that abolition‐
ist organizing and the queer politics of early Pride hold
similarities.We also observe that Pride has been its most
powerful when themostmarginalized are empowered to
lead, enabling an intersectional approach to organizing
and resisting state violence.

Future research must investigate questions to
improve our understanding of how to sustain radical
projects: How might planning redistribute resources

toward abolition and reparationmovements, and toward
marginalized individuals and communities more gener‐
ally? LA Pride’s example suggests that a radical origin
is not enough to sustain a justice‐oriented practice into
the future. Instead, a radical planning praxis requires
continuous and ongoing evaluation and disruption to
ensure that the state power embedded into planning is
not captured, coopted, or otherwise utilized by empow‐
ered interests, let alone used to reify and justify the
expansion of police power into planning practices and
institutions themselves.
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